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A SOBOLEVINEQUALITYFOR PLURIHARMONICFUNCTIONS
STEVEN R. BELL1
ABSTRACT. A Sobolev inequality is proved which implies that, on a smooth
bounded domain D contained in C", the L2 inner product of two pluriharmonic
functions is defined whenever one of them is in C°°(D) and the other is
dominated by some negative power of the distance to the boundary.

Suppose D is a smooth bounded domain in Cn. We shall prove that for each
positive integer s, there is a constant C = C(s) such that
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for all pluriharmonic functions / and g in L2(D). Here ||/||2 = J2\a\<s
is the usual Sobolev s-norm and
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This Sobolev inequality implies that for each positive integer s, there is an integer
m = m(s) and a constant K = K(s) such that for pluriharmonic functions / and

9 in L2(D),

(1.2)
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where d(z) is equal to the distance of z to bD, the boundary of D. Inequality (1.2)
is a simple consequence of (1.1) because ||g||_s_n_i
< cSup{|g(2)| d(z)s : z £ D}
for pluriharmonic functions g (see [2]).
Inequality (1.1) is known to hold for holomorphic functions / and g (see [1]) and
has proved to be very useful in the study of boundary behavior of holomorphic
mappings. It is the purpose of this note to extend (1.1) to pluriharmonic functions.
Let WS(D) denote the usual Sobolev space of complex valued functions on D with
derivatives up to order s in L2(D). Let W^(D) be the closure of Cg°(£>) in WS(D)
and let P3(D) be the subspace of WS(D) consisting of pluriharmonic functions. A
function u is said to vanish to order t on bD if Dau(z) = 0 for all multi-indices a
with | a:| < t and all z £ bD. It is easy to verify that a function in Ct(D) which
vanishes to order t — 1 on bD is in Wq(D).
We shall prove (1.1) by constructing a linear operator Ls which is bounded from
P"(D) to Wo(7>) such that fD fg = fD (Lsf)g for all pluriharmonic functions g in
L2(D). Then (1.1) follows because when / and g are pluriharmonic and in L2(D),
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we obtain
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Construction

of the operators Ls.

Let r be a C°° function

such that D =

{r < 0}, bD = {r = 0} and dr ^ 0 on bD. For u £ C°°(D), we set

(1.3)

Lsu = u - AÍ J2 0krk+2]

where the functions 6k are to be determined inductively. Notice that the function
acted upon by the Laplacian in (1.3) vanishes to second order on bD, and therefore
that fD ug = jD (Lsu)g when g is pluriharmonic by integration by parts.
Let X be a C°° function which is equal to 1 in a neighborhood of bD and zero in

a neighborhood of {| Vr| = 0}. Define Llu = u — A(90r2) where 60 = £X|Vr|—2u.
The function do has been chosen in this way so that Lxu vanishes on bD, i.e., so
that L1u £ W\(D).
Suppose 6o,0i,...,
6t—i have been chosen so that Ltu vanishes to order t — 1
on bD. We set Lt+1ti = I}u — A(6trt+2) where 6t is to be determined so that
Lt+1u vanishes to order t on bD. Note that no matter what we choose 6t to be,
Lt+1u vanishes to order t — 1 on bD. Let (d/dn) be a vector field which points in
the normal direction on bD. For convenience, let us take (d/dn) = (Vr • V)/|Vr|2.

We set

X
(i + 2)!1

-íl)L'"

so that (d/dn)tLt'^1u
= 0on bD. This guarantees that Lt+1u vanishes to order t
on bD and hence that Lt+1u £ W0'^1(D). The induction is complete.
To finish the proof, we must show that Ls is bounded from P"(D) to Wq(D). We
shall use the shorthand notation:

*M£X£>

A simple induction

reveals that Ls is a linear differential operator of the form

(1-4)

£
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where Ns = §(s + 3) and Aa,ß,k G C°°(D). We now prove that any operator of
the form (1.4) maps PS(D) to WS(D) boundedly. If / is a pluriharmonic function
in C°°(D), \a\ + \ß\ <k,A£
C°°(D), and D">is a derivative of order |-v| < s, then
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Here we have used integration by parts and the fact that dpd / = 0 for any multiindex p. The power of r in the integrand is exactly large enough so that derivatives
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from dad
can be taken off / via integration by parts until there are H or less
derivatives remaining.
We have now obtained that there is a constant C such that ||T//||S < C||/||s for
pluriharmonic functions / in C°°(D). It remains for us to prove that this inequality
also holds for a general function / in Pa(D). To do this, we shall approximate /
in Wa(D) by functions of the form fc(z) = X)j=o $jí(z — tvj) where e is a small
number greater than zero, {uj}Jí=í is a set of unit vectors in Cn, and {4>j}™=0is a
partition of unity of D such that <j>o£ C0X>(D)and vq = 0, and such that for j > 1,
Supp <f>jintersects bD in a small enough set so that the unit vector Vj points out of
D and intersects bD transversally at all points in a neighborhood of Supp <j>jn bD.
The partition {<j>j}and the vectors {yf\ can be chosen independently of /. Note
that Ls/e can be written in the form
m

£

£

j=l

\<*\+ \ß\<k<N,

K,ß,krkdadß f(z - euA

where the functions AJa ~ k have support contained in Suppig,
do not depend on /. Now the Sobolev s-norm of each term

are in C°°(D), and

K,ß,krkdadßf(--e^)
can be estimated exactly as before since /(• — euf) is pluriharmonic
hood of Supp <j)jn D. This procedure yields the estimate,

\\Lsh\\s < C£||/(--a^)|k.(Supp0,nD)

in a neighbor-

< mC\\f\\s.

Hence, for small e > 0, the functions Ls/e form a bounded set in WS(D). The
Banach-Saks theorem [3, p. 181] implies that there is a sequence of numbers e%> 0
with €i —►
0 as i —►
co such that the arithmetic means of the sequence {Ls fa}i2=i
converge in WS(D) to some function v in WS(D). It is clear that v = Lsf, and
therefore that ||LS/||S < raC||/||s.
This completes the proof.
REMARK. The inequality (1.1) suggests the definition of a special norm on
pluriharmonic functions given by

= Sup|^/0

:||0||_s = l;o€Pp)J,

where P(D) denotes the space of 1? pluriharmonic functions. It is conceivable that
the norm |||/|||s is equivalent to the norm ||/||s for / in PS(D). However, a proof
of this fact requires detailed knowledge of the regularity properties of the operator
which projects L2(D) onto its subspace P(D) consisting of pluriharmonic functions.
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